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  Why should you partner with Belle France?
○  30 years experience as a French specialist

○  The widest choice of holidays: over 60 itineraries in more than 20 regions

○  Long standing partnerships with many hotels across France

○  Cycling and walking specialists

  Why should your customers choose Belle France?
○  We know France and ensure our itineraries take in the best and most scenic routes

○  We transfer customers’ luggage between hotels

○  We insist on great food and wine for each night of your customers’ stay

○  We have great local back up and support in each location, if required

○  We can offer all kinds of extras (rail travel, special restaurants, hot air balloon trips, 
   wine tastings etc), to ensure a tailor-made holiday that is truly memorable

  More info?
   We’re keen to help you to help your customers.
   So please don’t hesitate to drop us a line with any questions.

   russell@bellefrance.com
   To request more info and a pack of our 2016/17 brochures,
   specially produced for the New Zealand market just visit

   brochurenet.co.nz

   Or call our team on (09) 889 1580
   Agent’s web page bellefrance.com/nz

Individually tailor-made itineraries
Luggage transferred for you

2016/2017

Authentically French
Walking & Cycling Holidays

The UK’s leading French specialist for 30 years



The Belle France formula
Beautiful French countryside + wonderful hotels + gentle cycling
or walking + fabulous food and wine

○  Real expertise – 30 years experience: France is the only destination we offer
○  100% passion – we just love France and we want you to do the same!
○  Tailored service – holidays hand-crafted to suit your customers’ wider itinerary
○  Knowledgeable support – full support for your customers while in France

At a glance
Follow easy going routes through France’s most stunning landscapes, staying in gorgeous
little country hotels. Whether on foot or on a bike, these holidays are designed so you can go
at your own pace, and allow plenty of time to do your own thing.

While you travel on to your next hotel, maybe pausing for a little lunch or a visit to an enticing
chateau, we arrange transfer of your luggage. This means you travel light and free, with all
your belongings waiting for you in your room at the end of the day.

We carefully choose charming, boutique hotels, mostly family-run and in superb settings,
offering excellent cuisine and a true home-from-home atmosphere. There is no better way
to immerse yourself in the French lifestyle.

Q  Who are these holidays aimed at?

A  Most Belle France customers are couples aged
    45 and over. They are travelling without children, 
    enjoy good food and wine, gentle exercise and
    the French way of life. Often, they incorporate
    their Belle France holiday within a longer trip, 
    possibly visiting friends and family in the UK.

Q  How arduous are these holidays?

A  We aim for them to be easy going and suitable
    for most people of moderate fitness.

Q  How far do you travel each day?

A  Cyclists typically travel around 30 miles per day, 
    with some gradients on certain routes. Our routes 
    are all graded as Easy, Moderate or Challenging
    in our brochure and generally follow peaceful 
    country roads. Walkers usually travel around
    10 miles per day.

    We also offer Trekking holidays in the Pyrenees
    and rugged Cevennes – a little more challenging, 
    and requiring a healthy sense of adventure. 
    Accommodation is more simple, ideal for groups 
    looking to travel together.

Q  If flying in to Paris or London, can you arrange
    rail travel and accommodation?

A  We can arrange this, both before and after a 
    Belle France holiday.Prestige holidays

If your customers are celebrating an anniversary or simply treating themselves,
our range of Prestige holidays allow them to check into exquisite chateau hotels in historic
surroundings and dine in Michelin-starred restaurants, all in sumptuous surroundings.

Q  What kind of bikes are used?

A  Belle France offer hybrid bikes - a cross between
    a tourer and a mountain bike. These are matched
    to your customer’s height. Electric bikes also
    available on some holidays.

Q  Are customers travelling ‘solo’?

A  Yes, these are unaccompanied holidays. Unless 
    arranged otherwise, customers travel by themselves 
    between hotels, using detailed and bespoke notes
    and maps. This allows independence from a
    larger group.

Q  Are these set holidays?

A  No, each can be adapted and tailored to suit your 
    customers’ requirements, from a small alteration
    to one of our suggested itineraries to a fully
    bespoke holiday, unique to your customer.

Q  How would we go about processing a booking?

A  Each holiday is typically tailored for your customer, 
    concierge-style. We would ask you to take a brief, 
    and forward it to us in England. Our team will create
    a suggested itinerary, taking into account customers’ 
    wishes, abilities and requirements.

Get in touch!
Our contact details and our downloadable
‘flippy’ brochure are here:

bellefrance.com/nz

Looking for something
new and exciting to offer
your customers?
Here’s something refreshingly different 
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FAQs

(09) 889 1580  enquiries@bellefrance.com


